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Dear Reader,

First, our apologies for the lateness of this, the Winter 
1986 issue of Am Verso. We hope you find it worth a 
browse or two, as we think you will. No piece in here 
deserves to be overlooked. You know Am Verso’s purpose 
perfectly well (in fact, probably better than anyone). All 
the same, it might bear some restatement.

Am Verso is supposed to provide a pretext for St. John’s 
people to meet under a peculiar combination of the best 
and the most excruciating of circumstances. We deal in 
hearts and new aspirations, very clumsily I’m afraid and 
often with burnt fingers, but with sincere intent 
nonetheless. The publication itself is a mere signature 
(and a costly one, at that) beneath the real work of trying 
to unify the aspirations of artists and rogues. You are 
warmly invited to come to our meetings, to show us 
some of your work, and to use us in whatever ways you 
desire.

Bruce Johnsen and I are now no longer running Am 
Verso, and we hope that our efforts on its behalf have 
been to the good. Jana Giles has agreed to take it over to 
do with as she sees fit. We have in her the utmost 
confidence and sincerest gratitude. Also, we wish to 
announce that Ron Hale has accepted our plea to have 
him as a staff member. We will benefit greatly from the 
sense of continuity his presence will afford as well as his 
gentle wisdom.

All in all, there is not much else to say, except, read on, 
dear Reader.

Sincerely yours.
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Dante
Jordan Hoffman

Ah, Dante, Dante,
knew love and wrote of it.

Penning poems of exceptional beauty.
Winsome as wind-spun waterlilies.
Ardent as the lips of a screaming tempest—
And Beatrice, these charms and passions.
The source of your divine powers.

But balance your powers and your love on the Libra, 
One pan with stanzas of trope and metaphor. 
The other with a flaming, pulsing heart:
You see which dips and which rises.

Why then?
Why, then, be the poet
When you could have been the lover?
Wouldn’t have rather given me your words 
And devoted your hours to Beatrice?

Ah, Dante, Dante,
Yju knew love and only wrote of it.

And songsongsonglessness
Melaina Engels

There are words in the other 
room
like blurred stars 
and an animal sound 
if an animal weeps.

It is apparent that the violin 
in the violinman’s hands 
is his infant 
who has died.
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Reflections on Love
Jennie Redus

Two drunk women kissing in the park;
A female cat, crying to her 
Newly neutered uninterested mate;
A strange tongue in my mouth.

There should be a man as pure and honest 
As my dog.
He should love me as deeply and strongly 
As I love the insides of life.
He should be as constant as his own heartbeat.

My close friend talking her thought patterns for me; 
My dog, licking my feet;
One heartbeat.
One breath.

More than anything else,
I have felt love by crying endless moments 
In the night.

Feeling Chill
Jennie Redus

I wanted you to enter something new.
I ached to feel the hooks along my spine.
I cried when all my sanctuary vanished.
I laced my love with solid silly truth.

And finding in this love a bleeding pain,
A lack of the essential burning fire,
I wound myself in knots and lost my way 
And somehow lost your singing heart, to boot.

Be able, like the running horse, to give in.
To lose all but the sun’s heat on your skull.
To know naught but the turning browning ground. 
Planting each your feet and feeling chill.
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PAR AM. JACOB OU
Rebecca Nagle

LA VIERGE ACCUEILLAIT LE MOINE
DANS SON IVRESSE DAVOIR LAMOUR AU MONASTEREIL JETTE SA COURONNE D’EPINES 

LES FORMES DE BETISE, ON EN RESTE EBAHI 
JE LES HABILLE EN VELOURS ROUGE 

ET TE VOILA PARE DE RECEVOIR DIEU 
O DELICES O COLS O COLOMBES O POITRINES O VITRINES

OEUVRES DART, CHARMANTS OEUVRES DART 
IL CRUT AVOIR JETE SUR LE TOIT AVEC LE SANG DES DOIGTS

LA COURONNE QUI’IL AVAIT TRESSE AVEC SUIVANT LAMOUR 
CECIMA CONFESSION

MEFIETOI DE LA BETE; LA RELIGION ET LA SCIENCE TE DONNENT LA MAIN 
0 ETOILE A SEPT FILS ROSES SI TU VEUX ENTRER 

L’ENFANT DORE QUI DESCEND DANS LES MAINS DES FEMMES EN DEUIL 
LES DEMONS SE TORDENT DE RIRE 

MAIS CEST MOIQUE JE VEUX VOIR MOURIR A MOLMEME 
SOIS HUMBLE, TIMIDE,SILENCIEUX 
N AVEZ PAS CESSE DE PLEURER 

M. JESUS-CHRIST, ESTCE QUE TU CROIS 
ON NE SAIT JAMAIS S’lL BLAGUE OU OU NON 

ICI, UN ECLAT DE RIRE
UNE PIECE DE CENT SOUS ACCOMPAGNAIT CETTE LETTRE 

QU’ENTENDSTU PAR CE SACRIFICE VICTOR, ELLE LA DEMANDEE 
LES DEUX VENUS BAISSENT LA SCIENCE 

O COURONNES O ROSES O MA ROBE BLEU PALE O MES DELICIEUSES DELICATES

A Free Hranslation of Catullus 
**Cannen V”

Jordan Hoffman

VIVAMUS MEA LESBIA ATQUE AMEMUS 
RUMORESQUE SENUM SEVERIORUM 
OMNES UNIUM AESTIMEMUS ASSIS 
SOLES OCCIDERE ET REDIRE POSSUNT 
NOBIS CUM SEMEL OCCIDIT BREVIS LUX 
NOX EST PERPETUA UNA DERMIENDA 
DA MI BASIA MILLE DEINDE CENTUM 
DEIN MILLE ALTERA DEIN SECUNDA CENTUM 
DEINDE USQUE ALTERA MILLE DEINDE CENTUM 
DEIN CUM MILIA MULTA FACERIMUS 
CONTURBABIMUS ILLA NE SCIAMUS 
AUT NE QUIS MALUSINVIDERE POSSIT 
CUM TANTUM SCIAT ESSE BASIORUM

—Catullus

Let’s live it up, and love it all up, Lesbia,
And let’s give those old farts 
a nickel for their winds!
As always the sun’ll set and rise.
But once day goes away, the short night’ll
Seem eternal in our company with/in hot darkness:

Kiss me three thousand three hundred times.
And when we’re really steaming
^u’ll blow everything to Kingdom Come!

...And then we’ll even forget that old fart.
Who looks hypocritically at us from under his glasses 
’Cause he knows what he’s missing.
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HOW TO PAINT A BIRD
jacques prevert

(Translated from the French by Rebecca Nagle)

first paint the cage 
with an open door 
then paint 
something pretty 
something simple 
something useful 
for the bird
next set the canvas by a tree 
in the garden 
in the woods 
or in the forest 
hide behind the tree 
don’t make a sound 
don’t move
sometimes the bird comes quickly 
sometimes he takes five years 
don’t get discouraged 
wait
if it takes years wait 
not having any reason 
to care about the picture 
the bird will come 
whenever 
if he comes
watch in perfect silence
wait for the bird to go into the cage
and when he’s in
gently close the door with tweezers 
then
erase all the bars one by one 
don’t mess his feathers up 
after that paint the tree 
choosing the most beautiful branch 
paint the leaves and the wind 
the dust the sun
the rustling of insects the summer heat
keep waiting for the bird to sing
if the bird doesn’t sing
it’s a bad sign
but if the bird sings
it means you’ve finished
pluck out
one feather so
and sign your name
in the corner of the painting



The Lord in Italy
Jordan Hoffman

In Italy the Lord involves Himself 
like he involved Himself in Paradise.
In everything is His divine finger!

The sunset light in Venice turns to orange 
at His twisting of the celestial dial.
In Rome His being exists without question,

for His presence is more “august”, stamped in 
the marble, stone, and gold. While Florence is 
the world’s favorite city in Italy,

God’s graced her least of all. Although all of 
her monuments are glorious, the one 
offensive drawback is the Florentines

themselves, who slither through the warm, cracked stones 
of the cobbled streets like spitting snakes.
The Fall in Italy today is there.

Famine
Marlek Melloy

My arms laden, bearing past the sunken eyes 
The food they cannot have 

—Plenty for a feast of plenty— 
\et none may have the least of morsels

And I, to take my crust and milk. 
To taste the mash I make in chewing. 

Know Guilt, a faceless fiend relentless 
—I can no more feed the world 

Than spit rain out of the oceans.

I burn within myself of a hotter flame than Hades 
I feel the hatred the resentment the raw animal 

Completely Human Misery...all against me... 
And I am damned completely, for I am innocent 

Yet guilty of sustaining my life in the faces of 
The dying thousands.

And even so, to hold on to life (all else is gone 
Carried off with dust from barren fields by a 
Cold wind laughing at the weight of winter 
On its back) when death is all around me—

I die within myself a thousand deeper deaths

10



Late
Shirley Banks

In a moment, I will
stand and leave

and be gone from this florid room

Without a trace 
except left passions 
dormant stares
and other such elected vacancies

(though I will not travel far 
from these)

From a Summer Place
Shirley Banks

autumn is always 
a voice in the wilderness

and your guarded brilliance 
will heed its call 
and at last bloom 
to hard winter suns

OBSEQUY
Warren Buss

I.
Dance a dark raven

(Stillness in motion)
Alone in the sky 
Floating

(Small and black)
In infinite blue. III.
Should that ever have changed? While with swift elisions of timeless silence

(Free of sad pretension)
II- The dancer rejoices in infinite spaces.
Consider.
A bright dove of enormous proportion

(Babel-like)
Thinking the sky is only its limitless white.
Unable to move

(Eyes turned inward)
It cannot lift its head to see the sky.
Safety. 11
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Madeleines
Jana Giles

The rain crashes down onto the paved street, 
drops rebounding angry and transparent, hot from 
hours of the sun’s heat diffusing into its black surface. 
Steam rolls quickly up, riled, hot, moist. My sunglasses 
fog; I take them off and wait for the steam to dissipate. I 
am walking to a cafe on the plaza. I cannot think at 
home. I cannot be at home.

I stood in the study, organized and efficient as 
louvers open to the earth’s winds would allow, the 
overhead fan busily blowing air upon me. It could only 
cool the perspiration droplets collecting on my upper lip 
and neck and condense those forming in the pores of my 
skin. The books awaited me peacefully in their dark- 
stained shadowed shelves; I looked away from them and 
out the slatted window. It was one o’clock in the after
noon. The trees were unexpectedly green against a dull 
blue and hazy sky. The palms drooped more unhappily 
in the heat. I could not feel; I could not imagine, dream; 
I could not think. The heat preserved my smothered 
mind like pickles in their juice and as salt does herring. 
It does not matter. Some other day I may feel alive.

I am wet. I did not know it was going to rain. 
I am wet and sticky from the heat and I enter the cafe. 
The proprietor knows me: I come here often. Usually I 
sit sociably at the counter, but today I cannot face his 
heavy, smiling face, the rows of old and new liquor bot
tles on the mirrored shelves. I must have a view. I sit at 
a small table against the long row of windows. It is the 
last table in the corner; I like corners. I can see the entire 
cafe from my corner: it gives me a sense of power. Relief 
surges in, a wave of dark water into the opened mouth 
of the dark cave that I am. I sit up straighter as the waiter 
alights at my table to take my order. He smiles affected
ly, but sincerely. I decide to like him. So I smile. So nice 
to feel alive once again. He leaves. I look without purpose 
out the window at the wetness and the wet people. Their 
damp hair is glued to their thin, skin-covered skulls. 
What a difference a bit of meat and fat makes on a bare 
bone. I remember that my own head is in the same state. 
But I have no comb; it must remain thus. The people 
look tired. They are all ugly. None of us are beautiful. 
Beauty has been forgotten. I remember past images of it, 
images thought beautiful by me: my east-facing study in 
the vacant, early dawn. The whiteness of the vase against 
the ebony table, the violet violets staring blankly from 
out of its mouth, like words. My daughter’s powder- 
smooth cheek and open raspberry mouth as she sleeps 
in the hammock. Her lashes. Thick and Dark, politely 
refrain from grazing her skin; they are dark-gloved ladies 
in their own world. Oh, I can think of many things I 
have thought beautiful. I begin to bring my memory for
ward bitterly, but the waiter comes with my large order.

I want to eat. I have a loaf of bread and butter, chocolate 
almond cake, sliced pear, madeleines, and coffee at my 
disposal. I begin with

Madeleine. That is not my name but the 
name of another. I saw Madeleine at the theatre. This 
was in another city, to the north, where it is cold and 
clear-headed. My childhood had been angry. My father 
had been loud and angry. He often smacked me when I 
was loud and intractable. It only made me more so. He 
did not respect me. He left when my envied younger 
brother died at age four. I cried selfishly at his funeral. I 
did not see why he got to die and I had to remain, un
wanted. Before my father left my mother believed in 
God. God has Reasons. You must learn a lesson. Your 
brother is in Heaven; he was a good child. He went to 
Heaven for being so good. It became quite clear to me. 
Heaven and God. I was seven years old with long yellow 
braids. Can I go to Heaven? Only if you are good. It was 
decided, then: I was immortal; but I wanted to to to 
Heaven. When he left my mother no longer believed in 
God. She didn’t need one anymore. My mother was a 
stubborn woman. She learned to prefer her own 
homemade crutches. When I was eleven I watched the 
birth of hope in my mother. It was not ambition that she 
cultivated, but character. Madeleine faintly reminded me 
of my mother; although her hair was brown and short, 
like a man’s, and her eyes were grey and cleverly placed 
in her face. Madaleine smiled outrageously and wore 
classic, artistic clothes. Madeleine my idol. Her beaded 
dress winked at me in the lamplight. I was at the theatre 
with Horace, my fiance. I called him Race. Let’s have 
lunch sometime, said Madeleine.

We ate in a cafe, unlike this one, with 
tablecloths and smooth waiters. I drank champagne and 
became tipsy. Madeleine became even more beautiful. I 
told her everything. We became intimate friends. I did 
not owe Race anything so I married him. 1 had nothing 
to give him; Madeleine had it all. I had a little girl. I 
loathed her. Race adored her. Madeleine sweetly ignored 
her. I learned to love her later. Race wanted more 
children. We were eating beef stroganoff. I would not 
have anymore, I said. I told him about Madeleine. His 
dinner waterfalled in white streaks down his chin. He fil
ed for divorce and demanded child custody. I would not 
have my daughter live with him. It was then that I began 
to love her. Let’s take a gamble said Madeleine one day 
wickedly. Let’s play the most dangerous game. No. Bet
ter she were with him than a murderess.

I cannot eat the madeleines. I have not eaten 
madeleines since she died. She always ate them with 
blackberry tea in the evenings, when the twilight was 
grey and dim, and the stars were floating out into the
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nightening sky. We would walk along the river at her 
summer house. It is sentimental and silly of me to have 
ordered madeleines. It is unnecessarily symbolic. I am 
suddenly hard and angry. The heat is pressing op
pressively against me. Eat them, I am saying to myself. 
Finish it. Finish Madeleine. She is gone. \bu do not need 
her anymore. I eat the madeleines. They slide sweet 
across my tougue and down my throat. Gone are the 
Madeleines of this world. I have killed them. I smile the 
waiter over to my table and pay the bill. He smiles hap

pily at me because I smiled so well. Good-bye I say to the 
proprietor and walk outside. It is not raining. The steam 
has filmed away into the atmosphere. I trod home 
through the puddles, stepping through the shivering 
waters to the hard street below.

In the mirror a head stares back at me, a 
thin,tapering skull with parchment-like skin stretched 
over it, the stiffened hair looking like a drowned rat that 
has dried in the sun. I smash the mirror with my fist and 
prepare myself for Heaven.

AlSTHANESTHAl
Rebecca Nagle

confess, confess, confess, confess, confess, confess, confess. It is as roses that cows commit suicide. It is as roses 
that cows commit suicide. It is as roses that cows commit suicide. It is as roses that cows commit suicide. It is as roses that 
cows commit suicide. Is it as cow that a rose commits suicide. It is as roses that cows commit suicide. Is it as cow that a 
rose will commit. Is It is as roses that cows commit suicide. Insist and confess. Insist and confess. Insist on confessing, 
insist on confessing. Insist your confession insisting confessing. It is as roses, a cow as a rose like a rose is a cow is a rose 
is to be. That rose is cowed into it. Insist on confessing. Stamp down in its placing. Insist on confessing, confess to in
sisting. It is as roses, confess to me, fess to me, fesses all to me.

It is as rose that she rose and will rise so will you rise on that day. It is no occasion, confess, confess, confess. 
You have cows and a cow that confesses. It is no opinion. These cows are prose roses, pink cows as pink roses. It is no 
opinion. It is no opinion. For it is no speaking: it is simply confessing. It is completely, confession. Does it save roses, does 
it and does it. Does it save cattle and does. Confessing not speaking, confess you have not spoken. Confess to me, fess 
it all to me, fess it all up. Would a cow, if a rose, does it. Would a cow as a rose. It does if a housewife goes. It does when 
the wind blows. And does it not break any toes. It will not cause a runny nose. Does it save, does it save does it save does 
it save does it does does does does, on that day will you rise and will you save say have you said a salvation, before the 
dairy case with a boutiniere there is your housewife saving by buying two-for-one. does it. It does with a housewife. On 
that day in that hour will you betray you have used as a cow and as rose as a cow is, a a by that which does not smell, 
smell nothing sweet to hear you, so called.

Confess to me. Confess to me. \bu are talking and confessing. It is as cows that roses are churches. Ydu have 
spent years for to study a word. So say it all to me, confess to me confess to me confess yourself to me. Ydu cannot speak, 
you cannot speak, you have no word, there is no word so just confess just keep yet no word yet but by this and by your 
now our audit. \fet you are confessing. So do confess, do confess, a silver each sliver each silver sliver each silver each sliver 
comes bent, pulled and twisting. Wring your hands and do not cease weeping. Torture shares the etymology of torsion 
and torque, but you must confess. A cow commits as a rose you will do as a cow, that rose. You rose and he rose and will 
rise will she rise on a third day but on this day that day you are not speaking, continuing confessing. You are mute and 
yet you confess to me. That is all you say to talking without speaking you are taking is the cow of the rose it is is the

It is no opinion. It is no opinion. It is as roses cow thats. There is no opinion. There is no occasion. There is 
no opinion, no magnetic p)ole. It is a housewife before the dairy case and you are the housewife and the cow and the saving 
and yet you are confessing no both no both no both no no. Confess yourself now of freely confessing. Yju confess that 
as roses do cows as dogs may do a lady from behind, you love the roses and the cows which become churches. You love 
the roses and the cows and the lady and the dog. You love red-riding and the wolf in bed. Confess it confessit what the 
little children know, confess it all for. Confess. Comfess. Comfort in confession, there is comfort through confessing. 
Y)u are confessed. Y)ur are confessing you are confessed only by confession you are an you will be. Saying what you only 
know. Is it true, that is what we know, say only to confess to confess what you know. You have loved to confess, would 
love to confess, would have loved to v. As a rose as a cow committed to suicide, committed as suicide, now only to sign.
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The Man, Alone
Bernadette Meade

I am sitting on a stool in a big empty room; 
not quite in the middle of the room, but close enough. 
And I’m sitting there. I sit there long enough so that so
meone comes in. A man. I, being female, am always 
curious when I see a man. I am sitting on the stool, by 
myself, and this curious man comes in. He walks over to 
me so that I’m not alone anymore and sits on my lap. My 
legs hurt because he weighs more than me. The whole 
weight of his body is on my legs, and I don’t like it, but 
he starts to kiss me and this is distracting. Did I tell you 
that I’m wearing a skirt? Yes, and it’s caught in his legs. 
1 like the way he kisses, but my legs hurt and I feel un
comfortable because I was alone but that ended.

So we sit on the floor, which is wooden and 
fairly warm. I look at him, but really I’m looking out of 
the big windows. He kisses my hands and my arms— 
neck—but I don’t realize that he’s there until he sticks his 
hand up my skirt. How funny that I’m alone and then 
I’m sitting on the floor with a curious man who’s stick
ing his hand up my skirt even though I didn’t ask him to 
be here to begin with.

Buffoons and bananas
Vincent Pruden

Which am I or you sigh 
and say neither or either 
a question that perplexes 
or vexes
depending on your point of view 
first or second. I or you. No

I am me and you are you 
and I might understand me 
but surely not you 
to reverse might be true 
That is if you reverse I and you 
at the same time so that 
neither I understand you 
or you understand I

Which is syntactical, logically
but not melodically true
and if you understood me
you’d hopefully see I am not a Buffoon
and usually not a banana
just someone trying to
avoid being a shy recluse
by being wild
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Helix Heads
Jeanie Redus

For you I am an apple in full blossom.
For you I am a tired stinking mop.
You hold me lightly underneath the bosom. 
You spin me round and hasten then to stop.

“Can I be but a butterknife?” she said.
And looking deep inside her tired eyes—
An ancient journey made, a lizard caught—
1 spoke “Oh you are only partly round.”

“Believe me and quit running.” So she left 
Afraid that she had overshot herself.
I climbed inside my reddening ocean cave 
And slept away the night in which she ran.

When dancing to the sordid dreams of sound 
Which fill our ears each day, I often hope 
That in this present passion glowing round 
The helix heads will finally learn to cope.

Sleep
Melaina Engels

a skin graft 
to the insomniac 
who’s been burned 
beyond recognition.

Jana Giles

Tear water veils hills 
I hear the green, wet thunder 
weeping our sorrows

«ri4^r
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SUNSET
Bruce Johnsen

One Bird Flies
Jeanie Redus

I awaken 
to feel her light 
touch.
She
tentatively reaches, 
shyly smiling 
kissing
hiding her face 
revealing it.

The world burns
fluorescent about me
the costume white turns green and gold
and red
as she lets her cloud-veils fall away 
her radiant beauty warming my cool white skin 
restoring morning azure to my winter-grey eyes 
which raptly linger 
too long.

Embarrassed
she pulls up the skirting mountains 
and gathers her scattered clouds 
clinging them to her 
leaving
only the night
darker than before
yet lit by a glowing distant flame,
a vestige
which still smiles 
in my soul.

Moonrise
Shirley Banks

never have you seen 
these
long fingers touch 
some old book of poems 
or of numbers, 
for they

move secretly.
across old books and across— 
your shoulders 
as you sleep.

Remember.
In the hearts flung wide to receive.
And lolling heads which ache to roll away. 
And water dropping, tear by tear.
One bird flies.

Flying toward danger, fast, it bypasses 
The soundless stream of life.
It flies up, like a rocket 
And your heart is with it.

An abyss, mindless as plastic,
Is there in the cool blue sky—
Something like angels, only colder 
And inverted.

Bird like a parrot in primary colors:
Yellow like the sun.
Blue like a bright evening sky.
Red, red, red.

Bird flies into the abyss.
Your heart is with it.
Your heart will never touch earth.

Lazarus
Melaina Engels

Just when the wind had settled 
And your bones got 

comfortable
Someone came along and 
stirred it all up again 
thinking they’d done you 
a favor
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Underneath The Blachbright Night
Jordan Hoffman

“The heaventree hung with 
humid nightblue fruit.” 

James Joyce

Underneath the blackbright night 
(Only a shaggy limb of the Eternal Tree) 
I rest, thoughtful and in reverie,
Upon the grass, a waving shadowsea. 
The globes above depend like fruit,
A blue apple here, there a red pear.
And if those fruit are those colors.
Then what is the earth.
Seen by the eyes of our godbrothers? 
What is the color of the aura 
That surrounds our home?

These are my thoughts, my queries.
As I float on the evershifting shadowsea 
Beneath the leaves of the Eternal Tree. 
And it is only when the moon,
A chariotfull of creamy melons.
Has reached the zenith of her ascent. 
That I know:
We are no color at all 
For we cannot see ourselves.

Jana Giles Jana Giles

a hoar-haired woman dances 
in the twilight 
against a
blue of the deepest sky 
streaked with 
the blood 
that we cry 
each day 
in lament for our 
dearly beloved 
infinity

Night had flung herself 
upon the earth, 
exposing
her still, black belly 
spattered
in familiar patterns 
of wounds 
gleaming white, 
pierced by the arrows 
of long-dead hunters 
shooting at the moon.
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NOTHING OF DISCERNIBLE 
INTEREST
Bruce Johnsen

Upon returning to my room following the 
scheduled seminar and subsequent impromptu hallway 
conversation (much like a classroom conversation but 
narrower and longer), I was confronted by the 
unavoidable dilemma whether I should spend the night 
studiously or not. As such an important question 
should not be resolved a priori, I decided to consider it 
a posteriori to experiencing the synthetic unity of beer. 
Then, depositing my ergo sum in a chair and my cogito 
out the window, and gaining a restful position 
somewhere between my second and third glasses, I felt 
prepared for graver matters; I turned on the news to 
watch men in the state of nature.

After one half hour, amply fortified by the 
knowledge that the weather would be pleasant the next 
day in most of the regions where I would not be, I stead
fastly braved the profound anxiety precipitated by my ig
norance whether or not the coming episode of 
M*A*S*H should be one I had seen. Such apprehension 
was intensified by the realization that were it one I had 
viewed, I should likely switch the television off and be 
thereby deprived of my participation in the general will 
Fortunately, all my forebodings proved unfounded.

At length, however, no escape readily prof
fered itself Therefore, the room silent, despite my linger
ing sobriety, I addressed the aforementioned dilemma. 
Applying the Venerable Principle of Procrastination, 
which has enabled me to scale such lofty scholastic pin
nacles as an auspicious kindergarten career, I instantly 
decided to complete only such work as would be 
demanded of me by morning. Meeting this requirement 
was only one assignment, a two-page language paper.

“Hmm,” thought I in one of my moments of 
inspired exposition. Then I pondered the choice of a 
suitable topic for such a short piece: if it were one of any 
significance it could not be enunciated without ex
ceeding the prescribed length; if it were anything which 
I should wish to say for purely personal reasons, its im
port could not readily be conveyed were it not of im
mediate interest to the reader; but be it a topic of no great 
general concern and no clear import to myself, I should 
have no reason for preferring it.

Buridan’s ass braying forlornly in the 
background could tender me no solace despite my 
generous commisseration with its plight. Hence I stood 
reflective and sympathetic for but a moment before tur
ning in despair from its quandary. I,” thought I in an in
stant of Hegelian self-consciousness before proceeding 
with my sentence, “am in no condition to refute any 
philosophical dogma regarding long-eared equine 
quadrupeds nor any other beast, and failing that I must 
abandon any anticipated progress of my minor writing 
chore.”

My frustrated levity demanded rapid conces
sion: two pages is both too long to say nothing at all and 
too short to say anything of either great personal or suf
ficient general interest. A yawning mouth consequent
ly inspired the inevitable compromise which the im
mediate exigence of an assignment had failed to provide:
I would, in fact, be reduced to recording nothing of 
discernible interest.

(Tutor question: “In the end, how many beers departed 
this life?”)
(Answer: “They fell like atoms in the void.”)



Andrew League

And I’m fit as a fiddle 
From my mouth to my middle 
From my middle to my toes 
Everything goes,
Just like it should.
But the top is coming off 
It’s loose and shaky:
There is something askew 
I thought I knew.
But I’m fit as a fiddle 
From my mouth to my middle 
From my middle to my toes 
Everything goes,
Just like it should.
So where is the rupture. 
Where the leak?
Com.e on now, speak!
It’s somewhere inside 
While refusing to die 
Jumps up and drills holes 
Right through my damn soul. 
But I’m fit as a fiddle 
From my mouth to my middle 
From my middle to my toes 
Everything goes.
Just like it should.
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The Moviegoer
Jordan Hoffman

Sunlight slipped off his hairless head, beam
ed into the sidewalk, and beamed back into his eyes. He 
blinked. At the corner of Bright Street he waited, plung
ing his weight from foot to foot. The light changed. He 
crossed the street and walked, shoes a-clickity-clack on 
the pavement, to the ticket booth. One.

Inside, the air conditioner was on, puffing a 
continuous stream of too cool air across his neck and 
shoulders. He hunched and moved on past Popcorn 
Coke Nachos to

the theater was lit by big yellowbeige bulbs 
tipped from the red walls so that the air was warm and 
like being in a bottle of burgundy. His shoes caressed the 
carpet, leather sliding, a-.... He sunk himself in a deep 
chair and it hugged him back with soft skin. Soon the 
beige lights in the bulbs unbloomed and created

Darkness.
Hugged and swathed in the warmth of the 

dark the screen then loomed illumed before him as a vi
sion:

Three balls skewered on a line then silent 
plains chopped in a moment by cougrunts by black 
bipeds confronted by the black followed by bone and 
blood and blue to blackness swung through by white 
travelled in bypeds who reconfront the black the whine 
the white with bipeds and unped consumed in unan
ticipated passion destroys and destroyed remaining one 
biped pushed into color form sound arriving in white 
light straight lines no-time all-time and rereconfronta
tion the black death to life diaphanous wombryo (words 
and music).

The beige blossomed to the ends of the bulbs 
and created the red once again.

He stood up and shuffled through the theater 
doors, passed the Popcorn Coke Nachos, and walked 
outside, his shoes a-clickity-clack, and squinted, while 
Bright Street’s honking autos splashed the sidewalk 
sunlight into his face. He could only blink.
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Sonnet 1
John Gibson

Oh, Lust! Why comest thou in dark sleep’s dreams, 
But to tease with phantoms of thy blessed device. 
And cruelly coax the throes of love.
Which, on waking, thou deniest?
Why dost thou hide in images for advertisements? 
Naught to touch, but all displayed.
Thy tempting done, thou turnst and runst.
On earth as it is in heaven.
For what, then, is the misery’s quest?
T3 sell the product, spread the seed?
Through me, the product of thy throes.
Will be but sowed on cotton sheets.
Oh, Lust! Why dost thou choose to mock my penis. 
And bring me to declare thou heinous?

Hansel and Grettel
Joseph Hirsch

Gingerbread peoples’ heads break off 
and the kids don’t care 

Cause the kids know
Gingerbread Ladies 
Beds are free 

But the kids won’t swear 
still the kids go

to Gingerbread houses 
with tupperware Ladies

to make gingerbread babies 
whose heads break off

and the kids don’t care.
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Come Back To The Five And Rhyme Percy Bysshe Shelley, 
Percy Bysshe Shelley

or
Y6u Can’t Byron Much With a Cowper Penny Nowadays

Michael Goldman

I awoke with Frost on my face that morn 
And arose, via Crane, from my bed.
Put my feet on the floor (Longfellows, to be sure).
And Thoreauly shook up my head.

I Sauntered to breakfast with a Lear to my wife 
(I could smell Bacon, Browning)
Wyatt looked like the day, for the clouds hung all Gray,
That I had seen my Taylor drowning (in the Blake).

Getting back to the table, I Donne taken my cup 
And Chaucer to Poe some tea.
When my wife Shakespeare, Pope me in the ear.
And Burns cummings down upon me!

For the Pain I applied a Pound of Lamb (or two)
(Oh, it hurt Emerson badly!)
Being a Hardy guy, I didn’t die.
But I cried in by Stein downright madly!

I coked with Coleridge and Nashed my teeth 
Till finally the Goldsmith came (he wasn’t Swift),
And sang me a Carrol clothed in a barrel (the little Dickinson!)— 
Great Scott! I was no Moore Lame.

My wife—she said she was Surrey (we know what her Wordsworth!) 
And today I’m a Whittier man—
Ask De La Mare, my horse (she’s a Wilde one, of course).
If you’re Auden my way once Aiken.
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Tierra
Marlene Stutzman

Come breath my land,
where cottonwoods drift 

their snow against the cobalt 
desert sky—

where La Llorona, desolate, 
wails in aspens, firs 

and blackness.

Come watch my land,
where the North Wind 

will dance with you
and wipe reality away— 

where pinyon and juniper 
cling like lovers 

to the foothills.

Come watch my land,
where every truth is written 

on the garbage in the gutters, 
sitting with the drunks— 

where Mother Earth and Father Sky,
granite, daydreams, peace and passion, 

intertwine.

Come swelter in its anger 
and perish in its heat, 

come love my land with me— 
come bask in dust 

and glory.

5

ranchos de taos church, ranchos de taos nm
Rebecca Nagle

this adobe mass 
highlights museums.

ansel adams 
exposed the trash 
behind its pinon-petaled apse 
four-hundred'Sixty times.

inside
one cyanotic christo 
celebrates the equinox 
by bleeding at the knees.
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...And War Again

Marlek Melloy

Upon my father’s honour I shall do a greater deed than he 
And never—never—surrender to the enemy 
On bended knee
But bear myself upright through the masses of the nameless 
And refuse to turn my face away from the honoured 
Or the fameless
And if they kill me or thrash me or even if they laugh
I shall not acknowledge insult and I
Shall not waver back
And from the lash I shall, not. cringe.
And never—never—run away;
Expect no mercy from their bloody hands and offer nothing 
Their ignorance and self-assured esteem for to allay;
Prepare to die a noble death and kiss goodbye 
This life each. day.
A noble silence I shall maintain and not in words or even thought 
Define injustice from what I see 
Or imagine temperance is elsewhere caught 
In the iron cages of the hearts of men.
If slowly killed, then slowly die.
If slain abruptly, show no surprise.
No humiliation and no brutality imagine beyond their will;
And behold my own counsel, ignoring their lies and 
Sophistries as though they spoke a foreign language 
Beyond the compass of my craft or skill—and 
Though these be my countrymen, dissuade them not;
No, let them kill, for they know they are justified;
And harm none of them—that they may know 
They have been just defied. And war again shall overthrow 
Some fiction they have chosen to believe; perhaps I shall die 
Uselessly. But I ask no one to grieve.
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Wyeth’s Turf
Francisco Benitez

The complete desolation
of a solitary, cold wind strikes the barren ground 

The incessantly rolling hills,
are stabbed by an unsteady line of poles 

The sky is grey and dreary
the midwinter will never end

He, painter, follows a hidden path over this forgotten land 
and sets up his tool of creation to see beyond

the quiet solitude to reveal the torment 
and anguish, and loneliness that this land 
holds to itself

One solitary boy, one solitary house stands atop a grey hill in 
the brisk morning

Morning, there is no morning, there is no time in this place, 
for God has forgotten it, and Man 

The people are immortal here, for they live in this place all 
their lives and see nothing else but 
the cold winters, and the incessant hills

and hear the sound of their own empty voices 
The Browns, and the Ambers, the Greys, and the Blues 

they exist here, and they always will 
they live in perfect contentment

with their lakes, poles, barnhouses
and hills

This place, who would know where it is, maybe Wyeth knew 
But, he painted it, let it inspire him through his open heart 

and soul
He knew every corner of his turf, its people 

like Christina Olsen 
who was crippled by polio
and led her entire life on the top of Hathorn Point 

her grandfather’s hill
She spoke little

yet, Wyeth heard her world
her little world

So he went on, and painted, and made us cry through
his seemingly peaceful, silent, and melancholically 

tormented landscapes
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A Renunion
Jeanie Redus

Solid, my heart rolls out the door, 
Down the long dry road 
To embrace you.
Solid as a chubby baby.

And the honey leaks out.
Forms a sticky gold pool 
At our feet.
And I am lost for a little while 
And I am truly home.

A PSALM

John Writer

my round plate is empty tonight 
no peas no meat share its surface 

yet i drink not from a glass 
but my own face 
Oh how lean i am 
i can not sustain

take me home, home 
to the place God grows 
in fields of golden wheat 
and when fall comes hope 
Hope the shining women, who do not stare 
gather and do their harvest 
to make hotbuttefed bread 

for all with empty round plates
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